
The clan boost er  is a pr oduct  t hat  includes only car ds f r om  a single clan,  and is a r evised ver sion up of  an ext r a boost er ,  wit h all- new specif icat ions!  Each pack cont ains 7 car ds,  of  which 2 will def init ely be R or  higher !

※Specifications may be subject to change. Actual product may vary from the image shown.

Preorder ends September 17 2017

Company / Contact details

DB-TD04

Reaper's Gift
8885009403937

6 decks in

1 box

8 boxes in 

1 carton

November 10 (Friday) 2017 on sale

Order

Product

Detail

Featured Colors

1 pre-constructed trial deck contains 53 pre-set cards / 1 display contains 6 decks

20 types of cards (6 trial deck exclusives, inclusive of 6 holo cards)

Rulebook, playmat and 3 dice (black, red, blue) are included.

1 PR card will be included in each trial deck, with a chance to receive a holo PR card instead!!
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            Red

            Blue

Product Barcode Retail price Quantity

Reaper's Gift

As war rages on and the depths of hell are filled to the brim, the reaper has decided to grant a lucky few an opportunity for escape. 

Wouldn't you want to fight without the fear of an abrupt end in death? Of course you would, but everything has a cost.

With the [Reaper's Gift] deck, you have a personal line with the angel of death himself. Feel free to send your creatures against your 

opponent's defenses, free from worry about their well-being, as they will come back to serve you again.

The [Reaper's Gift] Trial Deck comes with everything a player needs to start the game, including a 53-card deck, 3 dice, a paper playmat, 

and a rulebook. In addition, the first edition of [Reaper's Gift] will come with a PR card, and some decks will include a holo parallel PR 

card instead!

【Product Information】 Sales office: Bushiroad South East Asia Pte Ltd

DB-TD04
Dragoborne -Rise to Supremacy-

Trial Deck
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※Specifications may be subject to change. Actual product may vary from the image shown.

 INFO 

SHEET

Service in both Life and Death

Power up your creatures as they 
slam into the enemy, with "Kazzakh, 
the Hellbent" increasing their attack 
and endurance at the cost of their 
life. Not to worry, they will return 
moments later, whole in body.

"Gearmagnus Saboteur" rains 
pain at your opponent's as it flings 
itself against the enemy.

Keep your opponents at bay with 
"Supreme Ambition", resting them 
while you prepare your troops to 
wring the life from their bodies.

Disorient your opponents with 
"The Gardener", siphoning to 
manipulate your dice as you peek 
into your opponent's future.

Dragoborne returns with a 4th trial deck that will engage you in more ways 
than one. The reaper will come for your creatures often in this deck, but it 
often bears gifts, allowing you to send your creatures into the fray with the 
knowledge that alls well that ends well.
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